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The beautiful capital of Netherlands, Amsterdam is located in North West Europe. The place is
visited by many tourists coming from all over the world in lieu of the tourist attractions offered by the
place. Cheap flight deals have made it easy for the visitors to make the most of the opportunity and
visit this breathtakingly beautiful place. These days there are many cheap flights to Amsterdam that
ply their services.

Amsterdam city offers an eclectic mix of recreation and culture that attracts tourists of all age groups
and regions. One can not only enjoy fascinating ancient buildings and experience bygone era but
also visit wonderful natural landscapes.

People who are fond of cultural and historical tourism, Amsterdam is a must visit place them. Flights
to Amsterdam have made it easier for them to reach this place. One should take advantage of
cheap tickets to Amsterdam and see lot of wonderful and exciting places.

Amsterdam boasts of many wonderful and exciting museums that offers a wide range of artifacts
and a glimpse into the past history of this place. Besides museums, there are many places that are
worth visiting.

Oude Kerk

A calm and serene atmosphere is offered by this old church. The buildings are constructed in Gothic-
renaissance style and its octagonal shape imparts it a unique impression. This bell tower was used
by sailors in yesteryears to know about the direction.

Dam Square

Located in the center of Amsterdam city, Dam Square offers a pretty sight. Visitors coming to this
place appreciate its beauty and admire its connection to the past history. The place has seen the
takeover bid by Napoleon and his troops in the year 1808 on the Amsterdam City. The square is
dominated by the presence of the Royal Palace that was used as town hall originally. Its classical
facade makes it more impressive. The city has been glorified by its various sculptures. The peaceful
ambience of the place attracts visitors in large numbers.

Begijnhof

Surrounded by old houses a narrow passageway leads to this charming garden. Devout celibate
BÃ©guine nuns used to occupy the houses in the courtyard in earlier days. Even today single women
have made this place as their home. A medieval church is located amidst the lawns and the oldest
house in Amsterdam is located at No 34.

Canals in Amsterdam

Also popularly known as â€œThe Venice of the Northâ€•, there are many canals that lead towards
Amsterdam. So without enjoying a boat cruise, the visit to this place can never be complete. A tour
through the canals is quite exciting as well as relaxing. If this canal cruise is taken during nights, one
can experience an extremely romantic and exciting time with oneâ€™s loved ones. The bridges are
illuminated during nights that make the whole ambience perfect for romantic couples.
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Magere Brug

Skinny bridge or Magere Brug is very famous in Amsterdam. The bridge connects the banks of the
river Amstel and the bridge only opens after every 20 minutes to let the boats through.

Air flights to Amsterdam have made it easier for tourists from all across the world to visit this
wonderful city.
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